Abstract. This paper describes a method for computing the Schur multiplicator of a finite supersolvable group G, given by some fixed generating system chosen from a cyclic series for G, and hence a lower bound for the minimal number of relations needed to define G.
Introduction.
This paper describes a method for computing a lower bound for the minimal number of defining relations for finite supersolvable groups. It is implicit in Schur [1] that a lower bound is given by zz + m, where m is the minimal number of generators of the Schur multiplicator as an abelian group and zz is the number of generators of the group. It is known that in general this bound is not exact; however, in the case of finite nilpotent groups, it appears that the bound is reasonable and no example is known that shows it not exact.
The finite groups considered here have a presentation of the form .
( 1-1 -ßi-i,i -0i/ G = \ax, ■ ■ ■ , an | a^jüi a{-x ■ • ■ ax , aï/allt'1 ■ ■ ■ a~xy\ 1 Ú j < i Ú n, 1 ú k Ú n) = F/R, where F is the free group on ax, ■ ■ ■ , an and R is the smallest normal subgroup of F containing the given relators. Let T be the set of these relators.
It is generally the case that less than zz(zz + l)/2 (the total number of elements of T) relators are required to define G and the method given calculates a lower bound for the number required, by computing the minimal number of generators of R/[F, R]. We do this by starting with a set of free generators jz-,} for the free abelian group R/[R, R], which may be considered as a G-module under conjugation, whence R/ [F, R] is the abelian group generated by {r4} with relations
where the left-hand side of (2) is first expanded in terms of free generators of R/[R, R]. However, the number of relations produced in this way is large; but by carrying out the operations in a certain order, we are able to end only with relations between the relators in the set Trather than relations between the whole set {r¡}.
2. Mathematical Details. Let G be a group with presentation given in (1), then we may choose a set of coset representatives of R in F:
[axl ■ ■ ■ a"" | 0 ^ Ui < pi) (see for example Hall [2, Chapter 7]) whence R is freely generated by the set 
If we take an arbitrary element s of S and conjugate it with ak, then, using an algorithm given by Hall [2] , we can express a^a^1 in terms of elements of the set S. In particular, if we take s to be of the form A similar result can be obtained for elements of the second type in (4) by setting a, = pi -1 and j = i. If the elements in 5 are numbered in the order given in (4), then the elements of S occurring under the product sign and the element e if e ^ I are found to have lower numbers than the element on the left-hand side of (5). If one applies (5) to the elements of 5 in the order they are listed in (4) and substitutes earlier results in the right-hand side, one can express the elements of S in terms of the elements
Hence, the set (6) generates R/[R, R], and since the number of elements in (6) is the same as the number of elements in (4), the set (6) is a set of free generators for the free abelian group R/[R, R].
On applying the relations (2) to the set (6), we find first that elements of this set reduce respectively to (7) (aï)*, 0 < i £ n, ia^f*, 0 < j < i g n, which are precisely the relators in the set T given in (1). Secondly, if we denote gsg'1 by g o s, then, since R/[R, R] is a G-module, we have
and, in the case k < i, the right-hand side reduces to the form
which is just an element of the set (6) . A similar result is obtained if «J* is replaced by a.fl, for j < i. Thus, nontrivial relations may only be obtained in the case k 2; i. Hence, R/[F, R] is the abelian group with generators given by (7) and the following relations: Using the results of the repeated application of (5), the left-hand sides of relations (12) to (15) can be converted to products of powers of elements of the form listed in (6) and, by virtue of the result of applying (2) In the first stage, the exponents of the relators in T, which occur when the elements of S are expressed as products of powers of the relators, are computed. For each element (ga/)* in S, in the order specified by (4) ,the following computations are carried out. (1) . In other cases, the numbers can be obtained by performing multiplication of g with o, in G by using the fact that the relators are equal to the identity to expand a^j, j < i, and ay, y ^ p/ when they occur in the product. Secondly, the required exponents 6X, ■ ■ ■ , BN of relators tx, ■ ■ ■ , tN in the product of powers of relators for the element are found as follows. If the element is a relator (say tk), then 6k is set equal to 1, and all other exponents are set equal to zero. Otherwise, the elements of S occurring on the righthand side of the appropriate relation (5) are found successively and the exponents of relators in T associated with these elements are successively summed to give the exponents of relators for the element of S on the left-hand side of (5).
In the second stage, the numbers aik in (16) are found by finding the elements of 5 occurring on the left-hand sides of the relations (12) to (15) for the appropriate values of i, /, and k, and, in each case, summing the exponents of the relators associated with these elements.
In the third stage, the matrix consisting of the nonzero rows of the matrix [aik] is diagonalized by performing a unimodular diagonalization (for example see Bradley [3] ) to obtain the required S¡ as diagonal elements.
Further details of certain parts of the program are given in the following sections. (4) 
Numbering System for Elements of S. In the program, a number ti(s) is assigned to each element s of S. This number indicates its position in the list
5. Performing Group Multiplication. In order to compute the numbers ßx, ■ ■ ■ ,ß" associated with an element (ga,)* of S, it is sometimes neccessary to multiply g with a, and hence obtain the coset representative of ga,-. Given the coset representative of g, say g = a"x'a"2' ■■• a"k(t, and given the exponents ßxi, ••• , &_,,,-and Yu • • ■ , Tt-i associated with the relators in (1) (these are fed in as data to the program), this is done in the following way.
First, two arrays with elements, say CrX and Cr2, are set up to contain the nonzero exponents of the generators ax, • ■ ■ , a" and the indices of the corresponding generators, respectively, in the order in which they occur in the product ga,-. Thus, initially, we have 
Determining the Elements of S Occurring in Products.
In order to compute the exponents 0X, ■ ■ • , BN of relators in the expression of elements of S in terms of relators, and in order to compute the exponents ajk in (16), it is neccessary to find the numbers -q(s) of the elements s of 5 occurring in the products on the righthand side of (5) and the left-hand sides of (12) Note, in the case i = l, ßx < px -I, rj(s) is not required but may be set equal to, say, -1 for convenience.
The numbers v(s) of the elements s occurring on the right-hand side of (5) can now be computed as follows.
First, since elements of 5 are expressible as products of powers of the elements listed in (6), which in turn reduce to the relators in (7), the first element in the product on the right-hand side reduces to The numbers of the elements occurring in the products on the left-hand sides of relations (12) to (15) are computed by using (18) directly for elements which involve only one or two generators, and then using a process similar to that described above to compute the numbers for the more complicated elements.
